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Abstract

The divergence of the space-matter tensor has been studied in detail and the
perfect-fluid spacetimes with divergence-free space-matter tensor are consid-
ered. It is seen that such spacetimes either satisfy the vacuum-like equation
of state or represent a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker cosmological model with
(μ−3p) as constant. The space-matter tensor has also been expressed in terms
of projective, conformal, conharmonic and concircular curvature tensors and
the relations between their divergences have been obtained.
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1. Introduction

Let the Einstein field equation be

Rab − 1

2
gabR = Tab (1.1)

which on contraction yields
T = −R (1.2)

Define a fourth rank tensor Aabcd as ([9])

Aabcd =
1

2
(gac Tbd + gbd Tac − gad Tbc − gbc Tad) (1.3)

This tensor satisfies the following properties:

Aabcd = −Abacd = −Aabdc = Acdab, Aabcd + Aacdb + Aadbc = 0 (1.4)
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Contracting equation (1.3) over b and d, we get

Aac = Tac +
1

2
Tgac = Tac − 1

2
Rgac (1.5)

A rank four tensor which satisfies all the algebraic properties of the Rie-
mann curvature tensor and is more general than the Weyl conformal tensor
was introduced by Petrov ([9]). He named this tensor as the space-matter
tensor, denoted by Pabcd and defined as

Pabcd = Rabcd + Aabcd + σ(gacgbd − gadgbc) (1.6)

where σ is a constant (a scalar). The first part of this tensor represents the
curvature of the space and the second part the distribution and motion of the
matter. The following properties are shared by the space-matter tensor:

(i) Pabcd = −Pbacd = −Pabdc = Pcdab, Pabcd + Pacdb + Padbc = 0.

(ii) Pac = Rac − Tac + 1
2
R gac + 3σgac = (R + 3σ)gac = (3σ − T ) gac.

(iii) If Tab and Pabcd (that is, the distribution and the motion of the matter)
are given then Rabcd, the curvature of the space, is determined to within the
scalar σ.

(iv) If Tab = 0 and σ = 0, then Pabcd represents the curvature of the empty
space-time.

(v) If gab, the metric tensor, σ, the scalar and the space-matter tensor Pabcd

are known, then Tab can be determined uniquely.

It is known that ([3],[6]) the Riemann tensor may be decomposed as

Rabcd = Cabcd + Eabcd +Gabcd (1.7)

where Cabcd is the Weyl conformal curvature tensor, Eabcd is the Einstein tensor
defined by

Eabcd = −1

2
(gacSbd + gbdSac − gadSbc − gbcSad) (1.8)

where

Sab = Rab − 1

4
Rgab (1.9)

being the traceless tensor, and Gabcd is defined by

Gabcd = −R

12
(gacgbd − gadgbc). (1.10)

Using the above equations, it can be shown that the space-matter tensor Pabcd

may be decomposed as
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Pabcd = Cabcd + gacRbd + gbdRac − gbcRad − gadRbc

+(
2

3
R− σ)(gadgbc − gacgbd) (1.11)

which can also be expressed as

P h
bcd = Ch

bcd + δh
cRbd − δh

dRbc + gbdR
h
c − gbcR

h
d +(

2

3
R−σ)(δh

dgbc − δh
c gbd). (1.12)

The algebraic properties (including spinor equivalent) and the classifica-
tion of the space-matter tensor have been studied by Ahsan [1]. The concept
of matter collineation, defined in terms of the space-matter tensor, has also
been introduced by Ahsan [2], who obtained the necessary and sufficient con-
ditions under which a spacetime, including electromagnetic fields, may admit
such collineation. The present paper is yet another attempt to study the
space-matter tensor. In section 2, the divergence of the space-matter tensor
has been expressed in terms of the energy-momentum and Ricci tensors. It
is seen that this divergence vanishes for Einstein spaces under certain condi-
tions. Perfect-fluid spacetimes with divergence-free space-matter tensor have
also been considered and it is found that such spacetimes either satisfy the
vacuum-like equation of state or represent a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker cos-
mological model with (μ−3p) as constant when σ+ 1

2
T = 0. The space-matter

tensor has been expressed in terms of projective, conformal, conharmonic and
concircular curvature tensors in section 3; and the relationships between the
divergences of the space-matter tensor and other curvature tensors have been
obtained. It is found that the divergences of space-matter tensor and other
curvature tensors are identical under certain conditions although the algebraic
properties of the space-matter and projective, conformal, conharmonic and
concircular curvature tensors are different.

2. Divergence of space-matter tensor and fluid spacetimes

From equation (1.3), the space-matter tensor given by equation (1.6) can
be expressed as

Pabcd = Rabcd +
1

2
(gacTbd + gbdTac − gadTbc − gbcTad)

+σ(gacgbd − gadgbc) (2.1)

which can also be written as

P h
bcd = Rh

bcd +
1

2
(δh

c Tbd − δh
dTbc + gbdT

h
c − gbcT

h
d ) + σ(δh

c gbd − δh
dgbc) (2.2)
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so that

P h
bcd;e = Rh

bcd;e +
1

2
(δh

c Tbd;e−δh
dTbc;e +gbdT

h
c;e−gbcT

h
d;e)+σ,e(δ

h
c gbd−δh

dgbc). (2.3)

A contraction of equation (2.3) over h and e leads to

P h
bcd;h = Rh

bcd;h +
1

2
(Tbd;c − Tbc;d) +

1

2
(gbdT

h
c;h − gbcT

h
d;h) + σ,cgbd − σ,dgbc. (2.4)

From the contracted Bianchi identities, we have

Rh
bcd;h = Rbc;d − Rbd;c. (2.5)

Using equations (1.1),(1.2) and (2.5), the divergence of the space-matter tensor
given by equation (2.4) takes the following form

P h
bcd;h =

1

2
(Tbc;d −Tbd;c)+

1

2
(gbdT

h
c;h − gbcT

h
d;h)+

1

2
(T +2σ),cgbd − 1

2
(T +2σ),dgbc.

(2.6)
But from equation (1.1), the divergence of T ab is zero and equation (2.6) thus
reduces to

P h
bcd;h =

1

2
(Tbc;d − Tbd;c) +

1

2
[(T + 2σ),cgbd − (T + 2σ),dgbc]. (2.7)

Moreover, it is known that ([4]) a symmetric tensor Tij of rank two is a Codazzi
tensor if it satisfy the Codazzi equation

Tij;k = Tik;j. (2.8)

From equation (2.7) and (2.8),we thus have the following

Theorem 1. If Tab is a Codazzi tensor and T = −2σ then the space-matter
tensor is divergence-free.

From equations (1.1) and (2.1), we have

Pabcd = Rabcd +
1

2
(gacRbd + gbdRac − gadRbc − gbcRad)

+(σ − R

2
)(gacgbd − gadgbc). (2.9)

If σ = 0 and V4 is an Einstein space, then equation (2.9) leads to

Pabcd = Rabcd − R

4
(gacgbd − gadgbc) (2.10)
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so that

P h
bcd;e = Rh

bcd;e −
1

4
(δh

c gbd − δh
dgbc)R,e (2.11)

The divergence of the space-matter tensor, from equations (2.5) and (2.11)
now takes the form

P h
bcd;h = Rbc;d − Rbd;c − 1

4
(R,cgbd − R,dgbc). (2.12)

But for Einstein spaces, Rbc = R
4
gbc andR,d = 0, we can thus state the following

Theorem 2. For Einstein spaces with σ = 0, the divergence of space-matter
tensor vanishes.

For a perfect-fluid distribution, the energy-momentum tensor is given by

Tab = (μ+ p) ua ub + p gab (2.13)

where μ is the energy density, p is the isotropic pressure and ua the fluid
four velocity vector. Consider now the fluid spacetime with divergence-free
space-matter tensor and σ = −1

2
T , then equation (2.6) with equation (2.13)

yields

[(μ+ p) ub uc + p gbc];d − [(μ+ p) ub ud + p gbd];c + gbd[(μ+ p) uh uc + p δh
c ];h

−gbc[(μ+ p) uh ud + p δh
d ];h = 0 (2.14)

Simplifying and contracting equation (2.14) with ud, we get

(μ+ p)̇(gbc + 2ubuc) + (μ+ p)(2ubu̇c + u̇b uc) + (μ+ p)θ(gbc + ubuc)

+(μ+ p);cub + (μ+ p)ub;c = 0 (2.15)

where an overhead dot denotes the covariant differentiation along the fluid flow
vector and

(μ+ p)̇ = (μ+ p);hu
h, u̇b = ub;hu

h, uh;cu
h = 0, uiu

i = −1 (2.16)

Also, the scalar θ = uh
;h is the expansion scalar and the vector u̇b denotes the

acceleration vector. Moreover, from the conservation equation T bc
;c = 0, and

equation (2.13), we have

(μ+ p)u̇b = −p;b − ṗub (2.17)

μ̇ = −(μ+ p)ub
;b = −(μ+ p)θ (2.18)

Equation (2.17) and (2.18) are, respectively, known as force and energy equa-
tions.
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From equations (2.17) and (2.18), equation (2.15) leads to

(μ− p)̇ubuc + (μ− p);cub − p;buc + ṗgbc + (μ+ p)ub;c = 0 (2.19)

which on multiplication with ub yields

(μ− p);c = −(μ− p)̇uc (2.20)

Using force equation (2.17) in equation (2.20),we get

(μ+ p)u̇c = −μ̇uc − μ;c (2.21)

Now using equation (2.20) in equation (2.19),we get

ṗgbc − p;buc + (μ+ p)ub;c = 0 (2.22)

which on multiplication with gbc leads to

ṗ = −1

3
(μ+ p)θ (2.23)

From energy equation (2.18), this equation takes the form

ṗ =
1

3
μ̇ (2.24)

so that (μ−3p)̇ = 0. this suggest that (μ−3p) is constant along the fluid flow
vector. Also, from equation (2.22) and the force equation (2.17), we have

(μ+ p)u̇buc + ṗ(gbc + ubuc) + (μ+ p)ub;c = 0 (2.25)

which from equation (2.23) reduces to

(μ+ p)[u̇buc − 1

3
θ(gbc + ubuc) + ub;c] = 0 (2.26)

Equation (2.26) suggest that either

(μ+ p) = 0 (2.27)

or

ub;c =
1

3
θ(gbc + ubuc) − u̇buc (2.28)

From equation (2.27) it may be noted that either μ = 0, p = 0 (that is, neither
matter nor radiation) or the perfect-fluid spacetime satisfies the vacuum-like
equation of state ([8]).
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It is known that ([5]) the covariant derivative of the fluid flow vector can
be expressed as

ub;c =
1

3
θ(gbc + ubuc) − u̇buc + σbc + ωbc (2.29)

where σbc is the shear tensor and ωbc, the rotation or vorticity tensor. Thus,
from equations (2.28) and (2.29), we have

σbc = ωbc = 0 (2.30)

Consider now equation (2.14) and using equations (2.28), (2.21) and (2.23),
we have

p;dubuc −4ṗgbduc −p;cubud +4ṗgbcud +(μ+p)̇ucgbd +(μ+p)u̇cgbd − (μ+p)̇udgbc

−(μ + p)u̇dgbc = 0

Multiply this equation by gbc and use equations (2.17), (2.18) and (2.23), we
get after simplifications

(μ+ p)u̇d = 0 (2.31)

Since (μ+ p) �= 0, equation (2.31) yields

u̇d = 0 (2.32)

Now comparing equations (2.17) and (2.21), using equation (2.32), we get

p;c = −ṗuc and μ;c = −μ̇uc (2.33)

and thus from equation (2.24), we have

p;c =
1

3
μ;c (2.34)

which leads to

(μ− 3p) = constant (2.35)

Thus, if (μ+ p) �= 0, we see from equations (2.30), (2.32) and (2.35) that the
spacetime is shear-free, rotation-free, acceleration-free and the energy density
and pressure are constant over the spacelike hypersurface orthogonal to the
fluid flow vector. Incidently these are the conditions for a spacetime to rep-
resent a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker cosmological model. Therefore, we can
state the following:
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Theorem 3. If σ = −1
2
T and the fluid spacetime has divergence-free space-

matter tensor then either (μ+p) = 0 (that is, the perfect fluid spacetime satis-
fies the vacuum-like equation of state) or the spacetime represents a Friedmann-
Robertson-Walker cosmological model with (μ− 3p) as constant.

3. Space-matter tensor and curvature tensors

In this section, we shall express the space-matter tensor in terms of pro-
jective, conformal, conharmonic and concircular curvature tensors. The rela-
tionships between the divergences of space-matter tensor and these curvature
tensors have also been obtained.

3.1 Projective curvature tensor

For a Riemannian space V4, the projective curvature tensor, denoted by
W h

bcd, is defined as

W h
bcd = Rh

bcd −
1

3
(Rbcδ

h
d − Rbdδ

h
c ) (3.1)

It may be noted that the contraction of W h
bcd over h and d vanishes. Also

Wabcd = Rabcd − 1

3
(Rbcgad −Rbdgac) (3.2)

The covariant deriative of projective curvature tensor, from equation (3.1), is
given by

W h
bcd;e = Rh

bcd;e −
1

3
(Rbc;eδ

h
d −Rbd;eδ

h
c ) (3.3)

so that the divergence of projective curvature tensor can be expressed as

W h
bcd;h = Rh

bcd;h −
1

3
(Rbc;d −Rbd;c) (3.4)

Using equation (2.5), equation (3.4) takes the form

W h
bcd;h =

2

3
(Rbc;d −Rbd;c) (3.5)

We thus have

Theorem 4. The divergence of projective curvature tensor vanishes if and
only if the Ricci tensor is of Codazzi type.

Equation (3.5) also leads to the following
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Theorem 5. For Einstein spaces, the divergence of projective curvature tensor
vanishes.

From equations (3.2), (1.1), (1.2) and (2.1), the space-matter tensor Pabcd

in terms of projective curvature tensor Wabcd can be expressed as

Pabcd = Wabcd+
1

6
(gacTbd−gadTbc)+

1

2
(gbdTac−gbcTad)+(

1

6
T+σ)(gacgbd−gadgbc)

(3.6)
so that for σ = −1

6
T , we have

Pabcd = Wabcd +
1

6
(gacTbd − gadTbc) +

1

2
(gbdTac − gbcTad) (3.7)

This equation can also be expressed as

P h
bcd = W h

bcd +
1

6
(δh

c Tbd − δh
dTbc) +

1

2
(gbdT

h
c − gbcT

h
d ) (3.8)

Considering the conservation equation T ab
;b = 0, the divergence of the space-

matter tensor in terms of the projective curvature tensor, from equation (3.8)
is given by

P h
bcd;h = W h

bcd;h +
1

6
(Tbd;c − Tbc;d) (3.9)

We thus have

Theorem 6. For a V4 with σ = −1
6
T , the divergences of the space-matter

tensor and projective curvature tensor are identical if the energy-momentum
tensor is of Codazzi type.

Also, from equations (1.1), (1.2) and (3.5), the divergence of the projective
curvature tensor takes the form

3W h
bcd;h = 2(Tbc;d − Tbd;c) − gbcT,d + gbdT,c (3.10)

which using equation (2.7) yields

4P h
bcd;h = 3W h

bcd;h + (T + 4σ),cgbd − (T + 4σ),dgbc (3.11)

Thus we have

Theorem 7. For a V4 with T = −4σ, the divergences of the space-matter and
the projective curvature tensors are related through the equation

P h
bcd;h =

3

4
W h

bcd;h.
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3.2 Conformal curvature tensor

The conformal curvature tensor Cabcd, for a V4, is defined as

Rabcd = Cabcd+
1

2
(gacRbd+gbdRac−gadRbc−gbcRad)+

R

6
(gadgbc−gacgbd) (3.12)

Consider an Einstein space with σ = 0 and equation (1.11), the space-
matter tensor in terms of conformal curvature tensor can be expressed as

Pabcd = Cabcd +
R

6
(gadgbc − gacgbd) (3.13)

so that the divergence of the space-matter tensor takes the form

P h
bcd;h = Ch

bcd;h +
1

6
(gbcR,d − gbdR,c) (3.14)

But for Einstein spaces, the scalar curvature is constant and we thus have

Theorem 8. For an Einstein space with σ = 0, the divergences of space-
matter and conformal curvature tensors are identical.

Consider now equation (1.12) with 2R = 3σ, the divergence of the space-
matter tensor can be expressed as

P h
bcd;h = Ch

bcd;h + (Rbd;c − Rbc;d) + gbdR
h
c;h − gbcR

h
d;h (3.15)

But for a semi-Riemannian space it is known that ([10])

2Ch
bcd;h = Rbd;c −Rbc;d (3.16)

Equations (3.15) and (3.16) thus lead to following

Theorem 9. For a semi-Riemannian space V4 with 3σ = 2R, the divergences
of space-matter and conformal curvature tensors are related through the iden-
tity

P h
bcd;h = 3Ch

bcd;h

if the Ricci tensor is divergence-free.

Moreover, from equations (2.1), (3.12), (1.1) and (1.2), the space-matter
tensor in terms of conformal tensor can be written as

Pabcd = Cabcd + (gacTbd + gbdTac − gadTbc − gbcTad) + (
1

3
T − σ)(gadgbc − gacgbd)

(3.17)
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If T = 3σ then, from equation (3.17), the divergence of the space-matter tensor
is given by

P h
bcd;h = Ch

bcd;h + (Tbd;c − Tbc;d) (3.18)

(as the energy-momentum tensor is divergence-free). We thus have

Theorem 10. The divergences of the space-matter and conformal curvature
tensors are identical if the energy-momentum tensor is of Codazzi type and
T = 3σ.

3.3 Conharmonic curvature tensor

It is known that a harmonic function is defined as a function whose Lapla-
cian vanishes and, in general, a harmonic function does not transform into
a harmonic function. The conditions under which harmonic functions remain
invariant have been studied by Ishii [7] who introduced the conharmonic trans-
formation as a subgroup of the conformal transformation

g̃ij = e2φgij (3.19)

satisfying the condition

φi
;i + φ;iφ

i
; = 0 (3.20)

where φ is a real function of coordinates and gij and g̃ij are the metric tensors
of two Riemannian spaces V and Ṽ , respectively.

A rank four tensor Lh
bcd that remains invariant under conharmonic trans-

formation, for a V4, is given by

Lh
bcd = Rh

bcd −
1

2
(gbcR

h
d + δh

dRbc − δh
cRbd − gbdR

h
c ) (3.21)

It may be noted that the contraction of equation (3.21)

Lbc = −1

2
Rgbc (3.22)

is also invariant under condition (3.20).

From equation (3.21), the divergence of conharmonic curvature tensor is
given by

Lh
bcd;h =

1

2
(Rbc;d − Rbd;c) − 1

2
(gbcR

h
d;h + gbdR

h
c;h) (3.23)

and we have
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Theorem 11. If the Ricci tensor is divergence-free and is of Codazzi type
then conharmonic curvature tensor is conserved.

From equation (3.23), we also have

Theorem 12. For Einstein spaces, the divergence of conharmonic curvature
tensor vanishes.

Moreover, from equations (1.1)-(1.3) and (3.21), the space-matter [given
by equation (1.6)] can be expressed as

Pabcd = Labcd + (
1

2
R− σ)(gadgbc − gacgbd) (3.24)

Thus, we have

Theorem 13. For a V4 with R = 2σ, the divergences of the space-matter and
conharmonic curvature tensors are identical.

3.4 Concircular curvature tensor

In general, a geodesic circle (a curve whose first curvature is constant and
second curvature is identically zero) does not transform into a geodesic circle
by the conformal transformation

g̃ij = ψ2gij (3.25)

of the fundamental tensor gij. The transformation which preserves geodesic
circles was first introduced by Yano [11]. The conformal transformation (3.25)
satisfying the partial differential equation

ψ;i;j = φ gij (3.26)

changes a geodesic circle into a geodesic circle. Such a transformation is known
as the concircular transformation. A rank four tensor Mabcd that remain in-
variant under such transformation, for a V4, is given by ([11])

Mabcd = Rabcd − R

12
(gbcgad − gbdgac) (3.27)

Also

Mh
bcd = Rh

bcd −
R

12
(gbcδ

h
d − gbdδ

h
c ) (3.28)

The tensor Mabcd or Mh
bcd defined through equation (3.27) or (3.28) is known

as concircular curvature tensor. It may be noted that the contraction of equa-
tion (3.28) over h and d leads to

Mbc = Rbc − R

4
gbc (3.29)
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which is also invariant under concircular transformation. Moreover,

gbcMbc = 0

From equations (2.5) and (3.28), the divergence of concircular curvature tensor
can be expressed as

Mh
bcd;h = (Rbc;d − Rbd;c) − 1

12
(gbcR,d − gbdR,c) (3.30)

We thus have

Theorem 14. For an Einstein space, the divergence of concircular curvature
tensor vanishes.

Using equations (1.1)-(1.3) and (3.27), the space-matter tensor given by
equation (1.6) can be expressed as

Pabcd = Mabcd+
1

2
(gacRbd+gbdRac−gadRbc−gbcRad)+(

7

12
R−σ)(gbcgad−gacgbd)

(3.31)
Thus we have

Theorem 15. For empty spacetime with σ = 0, the space-matter and concir-
cular curvature tensors are identical.

Also for σ = 7
12
R, the divergence of the space-matter tensor from equation

(3.31) can be written as

P h
bcd;h = Mh

bcd;h +
1

2
(Rbd;c −Rbc;d) +

1

2
(gbdR

h
c;h − gbcR

h
d;h) (3.32)

Moreover, using equations (3.27), (1.2) and (1.3), the space-matter tensor given
by equation (1.6) can be expressed as

Pabcd = Mabcd +
1

2
(gacTbd + gbdTac − gadTbc − gbcTad)− (

T

12
+ σ)(gbcgad − gacgbd)

(3.33)
so that when σ + T

12
= 0, the divergence of the space-matter tensor takes the

form

P h
bcd;h = Mh

bcd;h +
1

2
(Tbd;c − Tbc;d) +

1

2
(gbdT

h
c;h − gbcT

h
d;h) (3.34)

We thus have

Theorem 16. The divergences of the space-matter and concircular curvature
tensors are identical if the energy-momentum tensor is of Codazzi type and
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σ = − T
12

.

Also from equations (1.1) and (1.2), equation (3.30) can be written as

Mh
bcd;h = Tbc;d − Tbd;c +

5

12
(gbdT,c − gbcT,d) (3.35)

Now using the value of (Tbc;d − Tbd;c) from equation (3.35) in equation (2.7),
we get

2P h
bcd;h = Mh

bcd;h + (
7

12
T + 2σ),cgbd − (

7

12
T + 2σ),dgbc (3.36)

Thus we have

Theorem 17. For a V4 with 24σ = −7T , the divergence of the space-matter
tensor is half of the divergence of the concircular curvature tensor.
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